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We’re under loch      and glee      

Wild winter swimmers are 
addicted to the buzz and health 
benefits they get from plunging 

into icy water in just their swimsuits.  

jumping into cold water and 
discovering a group to swim with 
close to my home has given me  
a way to swim safely and with 
like-minded people.”

Sarah, a university research 
director, says that winter  
swimming is not as chilling as  
people might imagine.

She said: “I used to swim in  
a wetsuit but now I wear only a 
swimming costume and perhaps a 
pair of neoprene gloves and boots.

“I’ve found that the more I go,  
the more I’ve acclimatised and  
this seems to keep on happening.

“I don’t even suffer the ‘ice cream 
head’ that I once did and I can get in 
the water and be swimming without 
really feeling the cold.”

She also believes that cold-water 
swimming is a great health booster.

She said: “People ask me if I get more 
colds because I plunge into cold water 
but the opposite is true.

“I suffer from far less coughs and 
colds since I have been winter wild 
swimming and I know many others 
who say the same.” 

While Scotland’s outdoor access 

dip in Scotland’s 
lochs is a chilly 
enough prospect  
in the summer – yet 

a growing number swim in 
winter too. 

And many of these swimmers are 
turning their backs on wetsuits and 
plunging into icy waters wearing just 
trunks or a costume.

The hardy souls are convinced that 
there are numerous benefits to their 
regular open-water swims.

They talk excitedly of huge highs, 
boosted immune systems and clearer, 
healthier skin.

One of the sport’s biggest fans is 
Karen Weir, who says she prefers 
winter swimming to the summer.

IT officer Karen, of Paisley, swims in 
many lochs near to Glasgow, including 
Lomond, Ard, Chon, Venachar and  
the Lake of Mentieth. Winter water 

temperatures 
have plummeted 

to as low as 3.1C 
and hover around 

5.5C to 8C.
Karen said: “I  

like that it’s more of  
a challenge to swim in 

winter and I’m always 
searching for the 

coldest lochs and 
snow and ice.  

“I love the sense  
of adventure,  

the amazing 
landscapes seen 
from the lochs 

and the fantastic feeling of well-being 
following a swim.”

Since 2011, Karen has swum with  
the Wild West Swimmers. During this 
time, she has seen an increase in both 
summer and winter swimmers.

She said: “The group have more  
than 600 members on Facebook and  
a core of 50 people who swim regularly  
in the summer.

“The numbers do drop off in winter 
but they have been rising for the last 
two years. In winter, there are more 
women than men, although I have  
no idea why.”

In the east of the country, another 
open-water swimming group, the Wild 
Ones, swim throughout the winter 
from Portobello Beach, Edinburgh.

Member Sarah Morton believes  
she has found her ultimate sporting 
experience.

She said: “I have always enjoyed 

TakING THE 
PLUNGE  
 Karen says 
there is a  
fantastic  
feeling of  
well-being 
after an  
ice-cold swim

make swimmers faint so it’s better  
to dress in warm clothes and sip a 
flask of tea. 

Although newcomer Colin Love 
describes the “thawing out” process  
as “still painful”, he confesses he is 
addicted to winter wild swimming. 

The self-employed tiler, from 
Motherwell, comes from a pool 
swimming background but had  
been looking for amore adventurous 
way to keep fit.

He said: “I have always liked 

code allows the freedom to swim in 
any loch that is not privately owned, 
responsible swimming is vital. 

Sarah said: “Solo open-water 
swimming is not advised so always  
go with friends or a group. 

“People should start with short 
swims and not just leap in and they 
must be wary of ever becoming  
too cold.” 

And jumping into a hot shower  
to warm up after a cold swim is not 
advised. Gaining heat too quickly can 
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WaTER POWER   
Karen Weir,  
of Winter Wild  
Swimmers, 
loves the  
sense of  
adventure the  
sport brings her

‘‘The feeling 
afterwards, 
once I have 
thawed 
out, is  
such a 
huge high
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